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Abstract
This paper examines the role of digital co-curation in the representation of the First World War in Britain within the heritage and academic sector. By examining the conflict as a historical trauma which is felt and experienced in the present, the utility of digital co-curation in addressing this continuing sense of pain and shock is assessed. Through an analytical perspective, developed from ‘Critical Discourse Analysis’, the online exhibitions, archives and websites that draw upon public assistance as part of co-curation initiatives will be examined. This assessment will demonstrate how digital co-curation operates beyond the traditional format of historical texts, museum exhibitions or archive displays, by engaging directly with how the war is experienced and felt in the present. Through the validation and valuing of these public perspectives, digital co-curation projects have provided a highly suitable format for addressing the historical trauma of the First World War in Britain as a present phenomenon rather than a ‘closed-off’ past.
1. Introduction
With the death of the last survivor of the Great War in Britain in 2009, the memory of the conflict might be considered to have slipped away from the national consciousness. Without the ‘living memory’ of the veterans, a number of commentators have questioned whether the events of 1914-1918 will remain pertinent for generations increasingly separated by time and changes in culture and society from the world’s first industrialised conflict [1]. Such assessments fail to understand the presence of the conflict within society; rather than seeking some form of ‘closure’ regarding the First World War, public engagement with this history has demonstrated a desire to reiterate, retell and revive [2]. Each year witnesses ever more novels, historical studies, television programmes and film, all of which are received by a public for whom the war is an apparently endless source of fascination [3]. Therefore, one of the challenges facing curators who seek to mark the centenary of the Great War is to accommodate and acknowledge this interest. Following from this perspective, the recent efforts to build online archives and exhibitions, detailing the personal or family histories of the Great War by asking visitors to contribute or upload images of objects, can be examined as a means to engage with this sensibility. These initiatives draw upon the heirlooms, trophies and keepsakes that have been passed down the generations as well as the stories and accounts of service during wartime that have been maintained by individuals or communities. This example of ‘new museum’ work evidences how digital co-curation has enabled a new perspective to be considered regarding how the Great War is presented or is indeed remembered by the public [4]. Whilst the museological literature is replete with studies of the presentation of war, violence and death to the public, relatively few assessments have engaged with the issue of why wider society may wish to continue to engage with these histories [5]. By examining how digital co-curation enables a new narrative practice within the museum space, an acknowledgement can be made that this mode of representation can disrupt traditional museological values and assumptions.

2. the first world war and ‘popular memory’ in britain
Within Britain, the First World War still possesses a peculiar evocative quality. For many, the mere mention of the conflict, or the battles of the Somme, Passchendaele, Gallipoli or even ‘the trenches’ immediately conjures images of desolate war landscapes and suffering soldiers enduring both the maelstrom of war and the incompetency of command. In recent years, these perceptions have been challenged by revisionist historians who have sought to highlight the achievements of the British Army during the four years of war, not least the fact of eventual victory in the field [6]. Despite these attempts at altering the ‘popular memory’ of the Great War, the tendency for the conflict to be summarised as ‘mud, blood, rats and gas’ or through the verse of the war poets Wilfred Owen and Siegfried Sassoon is much lamented by scholars [7]. Indeed, with the marking of the 80th anniversary of the Armistice in 1998, commentators noted the outpouring of public grief and sympathy for the soldiers of the conflict and a demand that combatants be considered as victims of the war [8]. The reasons for this public sentimentality is often theorised as the result of decades of inaccurate media representations, from disillusioned veterans writing post-war memoirs, to contemporary film, television and historical novels which focus on the suffering of ordinary soldiers and the imbecility of the high command. Indeed, such is the public focus on the Great War in British society that it is frequently cited as a ‘private sorrow’, or, perhaps more aptly in the words of the former Poet Laureate Ted Hughes (1930-1998), whose father had fought in the war, ‘our number one national ghost’ [9].
The focus on attempts at revising the ‘popular memory’ of the conflict has obscured a discussion as to why this apparently ‘inaccurate’ representation of the war dominates understanding within British society. To comprehend the contemporary status of the conflict, the role of trauma within history requires consideration. Recent assessments of the wars, genocides and dictatorships that dominated the twentieth century have revealed the presence of trauma, both in the generation that experienced the events but also in proceeding generations. This residual trauma affects descendant communities through the memorialisation of the event, the manner in which the event shaped and continues to shape attitudes and identities and through the presence of the trauma in cultural responses, such as film, television and fiction. The perception of the 1914-1918 conflict in Britain, which saw the loss of over 700,000 individuals, should therefore be regarded not as the product of some vapid consumption of media, but as a response to a historical trauma. In such circumstances, the trauma of the past experienced by societies in the present can best be described through Freud’s [10] psychoanalytical discussion of melancholia. This assessment highlighted how melancholia manifests itself as a focus on an object or event by the subject which creates a restless or disturbed state as the subject fails to overcome the sense of loss regarding the past. Roth [11], in his assessment of the Holocaust, has applied this discussion beyond the individual toward society at large and regards this sense of trauma in history as one in which subsequent generations return to a past they cannot comprehend. To engage with this trauma and not dismiss it, Roth suggests a practice of engagement in the ‘service of the present’ involving the analysis of the way societies have reacted to events, sympathising with the way in which events are remembered and enabling a suitable discourse of the events to emerge which mirrors this sentiment.
3. Talking About trauma: Engaging Narratives
Following the method of psychoanalysis, the process followed in this paper seeks to address the repressed emotions which are constraining the subject. An important aspect of this work is the manner in which the past is told, the narratives which enable society to access and represent themselves. Narrative representation is the key in this issue as it is through narratives that a group’s history, memory, pain and trauma are recognised and are seen to be accepted. This engagement with narrative is reflected within recent museological studies, which have stated the importance of narrative structure within the museum setting to provide contingent, disruptive and on occasion dissonant narratives to challenge normative ideas and values or to rework national narratives to include minority voices or agendas. In practice, this movement can be observed with the marking of the bicentenary of the abolition of the slave trade in Britain in 2007. Within the displays and exhibitions produced for this event, curators developed narrative structures through both text and objects which affirmed the significance of the history of enslavement as part of ‘British’ history [12]. However, despite these advances, a significant feature of traditional museum narratives is both their authoritative nature and the constructed ‘closure’ they provide. In this manner, the narratives provided in the museum, the stories told about the past, are not able to connect with their visitors, by appearing to close off the past from greater engagement. The chronologically driven, linear style of museum narratives can therefore serve to prevent an engagement with historical trauma by fabricating a sense of ‘closure’. With a beginning, middle and end, presenting a history as ‘past’ and not ‘present’ could obscure an engagement with a historical trauma.
However, with the advent of Web 2.0 and the formation of digital co-curation initiatives across the museum sector an opportunity has arisen to provide a platform that directly connects society with traumatic histories [13]. Within this context, individuals and communities can comment on, upload images and engage with the objects contained within physical archives. Whilst such an opportunity for public engagement presents curatorial problems concerning the presentation of coherent messages and preserving the integrity of collections, it also provides an ideal format to engage with the contingent, emotive and sensitive narratives that enable traumatic histories to be detailed and represented. This capacity for online engagement to enable a framework which engages with traumatic histories has been noted within the healthcare and psychological sector [14] but its application for traumatic histories within museums has been overlooked. By opening up collections to online visitors, providing a means for individuals to engage with materials, encouraging stories of encounter and even placing their own images of objects within the authoritative space of the online museum, a narrative or narratives of connection are made. Instead of such histories being closed off or resigned to a past which is rendered inaccessible, the past is shown to be an area which can be engaged with and discussed in the present.  
Such a mode of representation is well-suited to addressing the subject of the First World War in Britain as the centenary approaches. The impact of the war is still felt by communities and individuals, local war memorials and commemorative services still bear witness to the ‘lost generation’. The effect of the war can even be noted in the vernacular expressions which exist within Britain. The war is frequently evoked within everyday language, through terms and expressions which are used to describe non-military activities or social engagements. To speak of being ‘in the trenches’ or of opposing parties being ‘entrenched’ in their argumentative positions immediately conjures an association with a conflict fought nearly a hundred years ago. Similarly, individuals can be left stranded or find solidarity with others as they face ‘no man’s land’; whereas those attempting to go ‘over the top’ do so at a personal risk or with the threat of rebuke from their peers. The influence of the war can therefore be measured in more than the seemingly unceasing output of media, film and television. Enabling individuals to encounter this history as it as felt and experienced by wider society, as a present trauma, provides a means to affirm or construct new narratives regarding the event.
With the approach of the war’s centenary, a number of institutions have constructed online exhibitions or social media sites through which a degree of co-curation of objects and narratives is facilitated. Analysing how individuals have used these examples of digital heritage provides an excellent series of case studies for assessing the benefits and difficulties of co-curation for traumatic histories. To investigate these sites, two cases of online presence will be examined for the narratives constructed through the objects and accounts presented to visitors. As Web 2.0 technologies ensure feedback, participation and user-generated content, the discourses used on these sites will be assessed. Following from the methods proposed by Fairclough [15] of a critical discourse analysis, the way in which genres, discourses and styles are used and negotiated with visitor participation whilst engaged with the online material will be assessed. Genres refer to a particular way of manipulating and framing discourse; examples of genres are church sermons, interviews and political speeches. Genres are significant because they provide a framework for an audience to comprehend discourse, though evidently due to this quality, ‘genres’ can be the locus of power, domination and resistance. ‘Discourses’ are crucial in assessing the means by which apparently similar aspects of the world can be appreciated and understood from different perspectives or positions. Finally, ‘styles’ are the ways in which discourse is used to constitute a sense of being and identity, how identification is located through the application and manner of particular discourses.
3. Case One: Faces of the First World War
The Imperial War Museum (IWM) was founded in 1917 with the purpose of instructing the peoples of Britain and the wider British Empire of the significance of the sacrifice of the war dead. Since its inception, the museum as functioned as a memorial to the conflict and its combatants, but it has also served to ‘historicise’ the conflict [16]. In this way, collecting items and testimonies from those who witnessed the events thereby reduces the emotional and psychological power of these artefacts by placing them in a museum setting. Rendered into ‘museum objects’, the war becomes consigned to a past that is closed off from the present, an uncritical, linear narrative of events is constructed from these objects which are dislocated from wider social functions. Whilst this might appear to obscure engaging the wider public with the war as a historical trauma that impacts upon the present, with the development of digital co-curation projects, the museum has recently utilised Web 2.0 technologies which enables the creation of narratives that access the war from a variety of perspectives. This work has been undertaken as part of the wider centenary preparations, with the IWM dedicating the Faces of the First World War as a site for online public engagement with the conflict. From the 11th November 2011, on every weekday until the anniversary of the outbreak of the war in August 2014, the institution has pledged to upload photographs of the British and Commonwealth men and women who served in the war onto the image-sharing website Flickr [www.flikr.com]. Despite the innovative nature of the project, the initiative still sets itself within a traditional museum ‘genre’ by framing the images as collected and curated by the institution:
The photos were collected by IWM between 1917 and 1920. All of them tell a story. Those shown in them fought – and often died – for Britain and the Commonwealth during the First World War [17].
In this manner, the images are part of the hegemonic structure of the museum, organised and portrayed by the institution as a means of educating and informing the wider public for society’s betterment. However, the initiative marks a new departure for the IWM as it provides a means by which the public can engage and contribute to the artefacts presented to them. Visitors to the website are asked to ‘get involved’ by contributing pieces of information about those men and women to tell the stories of people’s lives who witnessed the world’s first industrialised war:
Use any means you can – online newspapers, museums, libraries and archives – to build up more of a picture about those in the photographs. Add what you find out to the Flickr site and help to remember the people behind the faces, a century on from the war they fought in [18].
The website therefore provides a variety of ‘discourses’ through which visitors can engage with the site. The online material ensures that individuals are not confined to the framework provided within the environs of the museum. Indeed, placing the materials on Flikr, which functions as an image and video sharing site, but also a social networking community, offers an alternative medium through which discourses can be constructed. A new landscape of engagement is thereby constructed, as visitors correspond with the items in the same guise as an active participant in an online social activity. As such, the past is accessed not as a ‘sealed off’ and completed event, but rather one which elicits responses from individuals as a concurrent activity. 
This is reflected in the ‘styles’ in which visitors to the website respond to the images and contribute to the online exhibition. An assessment of these responses, feedback and involvement with the images demonstrates the alternative narratives that are created through digital co-curation. Rather than constituting a linear narrative, mimicking the traditional museum display of ‘1914 to 1918’, where the dates of the beginning and cessation of hostilities serve as parentheses, closing off the past from the present, the public involvement in these artefacts demonstrates the past as a traumatic event in the present. Comments suggest an ongoing relationship with the conflict:
My Great Grandad (sic) and his four brothers all went away to this war...only one survived. To see all these faces, really brings it home that our family wasn't the only one, even though I know they weren't...if that makes sense?[19]
What a great project and so worth while. My grandfather (Private Arthur Gee) was one of the “lucky” ones even though he was shot he survived the war(s), and i'm sure with many “horror” stories, He served with the Royal Berkshire Regiment at the Somme. Being from an ex Military family I salute all past, present and future service men and women. Thank you [20].
My Great Great Grandfather was in Gallipoli, he survived but was wounded, he was sent home. Just after the start of the Battle of the Somme he was sent out in reserve, he went missing during the battle of thiepval (sic) - missing in action. We believe his body lies near a row of apple trees at Mouquet Farm. His son my Great Grandfather never knew his father [21]
Personal, family stories abound in the comments offered by visitors to the website, not as dispassionate observers but as active ‘witnesses’ to the trauma of the conflict. In this manner, the style used by the audience of Faces of the First World War is one of intimate engagement with what was a global conflict. The images can therefore be considered as a ‘punctum’, an object which pierces the viewer and which is entirely dependent on the individual experience, one which is distinct and removed from the ‘studium’, the culturally and politically normative response towards the object [22]. However, this does not entail a lack of understanding of the wider processes of the war, echoing a fear that digital co-curation could prevent the acknowledgement of the ‘bigger picture’. Indeed, the ability of digital co-curation initiatives to develop coherent messages is challenged in this example as the personal styles used to engage with the material provide a means of reflecting upon loss, bereavement but also a wider understanding of the conflict: 
These photos are so important they are not only of people who died, but of social history of how we live in that period. Although it is sad to see the number of people who died defending this country and our freedom have we moved foreward (sic) yet because we are still at war today. I just hope that peace can be brought about soon [23]
Such was the response of the public to the website that a separate area was provided on Flickr for individuals and communities to upload their own images of individuals who witnessed the conflict at home or on the battlefield as well as the places and objects that were experienced during the conflict. Without direct associations with Britain or the Commonwealth through the IWM’s material, this Flickr group, Your Faces of the First World War, is able to engage with narratives that cross national boundaries as images of German, American, Indian, French and Russian civilians and soldiers are uploaded. Over 1,000 images have been shared through this group providing a forum to explore alternative associations with the war and building a public, comparative history which acknowledges a shared sense of trauma. This is also mirrored in the main group area of Faces of the First World War, where individuals provide information on the images uploaded by the IWM. The details provided by members of the public range from detailed genealogical data to photographs of the houses, streets and towns from which the servicemen and women lived and worked. The format also provides a means through which critical or dissonant ‘styles’ can emerge which directly question the war as well as the issues of present society. For example, the image of Private Albert Jones who died aged 19 in 1918 whilst serving on the Western Front elicited responses which detailed the family and community history but also questioned the ability of current generations to face the same experiences:
So sad that so many young lads died for what?? the bloody idiots and hooligans that live today. God bless lads and hope you have peace where you are [24]. 
Similarly, the comments left for the image of Private Thwaite Williamson, who was killed in France in 1917 aged 41, provoked responses which were highly critical of official wartime actions:
What a waste of a generation. It just shows what happens when we rely too much on political leaders. The same problems exist today, greed and selfish interests still prevail...[25]
The digital co-curation initiative achieved through the Faces of the First World War therefore provides a means for individuals to engage with the traumatic history of the conflict. The resulting responses of intimate engagement which elicits personal accounts of family participation but also indignation, anger and pity regarding both the past and the present is evidence of the shock and pain that the conflict still evokes. Significantly, however, it is through the digital co-curation of images that these responses are validated and acknowledged as relevant. The narratives that are created through this process are not fabricated attempts at ‘closure’, but an engagement with the trauma of the events of the Great War.
3. Case TWO: The online great war archives
In 2008, Oxford University began the online project The Great War Archive, which was part of the First World War Poetry Digital Archive and funded by the Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC), and sought contributions to develop a digital collection of material relating to the Great War. Members of the public were encouraged to submit scanned photographs, images of objects or transcripts of letters, diaries or memoirs relating to the war from Britain but also abroad during March to June of 2008. Contributions were accepted online but the project also ran a series of open days at libraries and museums throughout Britain where materials could be brought in to be recorded. These materials were then presented as a free resource for the public’s use which was launched in November 2008 containing over 6,500 items. The project’s emphasis was on asserting the value of personal and family history and the contribution of the public in ‘remembering’ and ‘understanding’ the First World War:
Both those who died and those who lived through the war left evidence of their experience, items collected included diaries, photographs, official documents, and even audio interviews with veterans. However insignificant, each of these items has a part to play in helping todays (sic) generation to understand what war meant to ordinary people: the soldiers, their families and the workers back in Britain who kept the country going [26].
The inclusive aspect of this project mission is significant as the ‘genre’ offered by the archive is one which preserves the significant artefacts of the nation. Traditional assessments of the archive have focused on how it serves as the repository for the treasured, valued and formative objects of the state. The archive, therefore, operates to preserve the past but also to place it beyond the realm of the public, thereby closing off history as a completed project, one which is contained and recorded apart from society. However, the archive genre is disrupted through the online presence of the Great War Archive, as it validates personal accounts and provides access to the past as a contingent event:
Thus the project involved the public directly in the collection of material, regardless of whether they had access to ICT or the ICT skills, and in doing so reached a wide audience. The submissions received from members of the general public were made because their family’s history mattered to them [27]. 
The recognition of the public participation in the collection and selection of artefacts also provides a new set of discourses about the past. The objects offered by members of the public were chosen specifically because ‘their family’s history mattered to them’ (The Great War Archive 2008). In this manner, the ways in which the First World War is recalled and narrated is brought into wider consideration, where various perspectives from both the past and the present are enabled through the uploading of this material. The understanding of the event is thereby not constrained by the reference selection, categorisation or linear representation of the conflict as it might within the traditional format of the archive, but as a past that impacts upon and effects the present. This also enables the contents of the archive to be engaged with in a particular style, as a collection of personal accounts, points of individual, family or community meaning, not as a representation reflecting the concerns of a curatorial agenda. Medals, letters, diaries and the ephemeral objects of everyday life are recorded in this way; items have therefore been included within the archive because their personal value has ensured their preservation rather than an assumed value in telling a wider story. 
The project also provided an ‘exit strategy’, where a Flikr account was created to enable users not just from across Britain, but also Europe and other former combatant countries to upload, share and comment on images from the First World War. The Great War Archive has also inspired further projects which utilise the public interest in the conflict to build a collection of objects and narratives. These projects include Welsh Voices of the Great War Online [28] which began in 2010, that also relied on individuals uploading family artefacts to record and remember the First World War. Similarly, the Deutsche Nationalbibliothek working with the Great War Archive, completed a project seeking material from the public to develop the understanding of the conflict. This work was drawn together with the European-wide initiative organised by Europeana, the digital access group, named Europeana 1914-1918. Following from the co-curation initiatives the project requests and thereby validates the effect of the past upon the present:
Do you have pictures, letters, postcards, souvenirs or other items from 1914-1918 relating to World War One? Do you have a story or anecdote to tell about those involved or affected? Please add it to the online story collection so the world can know about it [29].
Through the creation of an online archive that moves beyond national or even cultural boundaries, the project provides an engagement with how the war is understood and experienced not as an objective past event but as an experience that still evokes emotion and engagement. Personal accounts and ‘object biographies’ of family heirlooms are requested for these digital initiatives as the links between the history of the war and the legacy of its effects are explored:
You can add your story to Europeana 1914-1918 by using the online collection form on this website. You simply type in some information about your contribution, saying what it is (a postcard sent from XX, a diary, etc) and add any story that you want to share (for example about the person in the photograph, how you got it, what you know about the object) [30]
The content of these archives has been used to develop an online exhibition which also validates the experience of the conflict as a contemporary concern. The exhibition, entitled Untold Stories of the First World War, was launched in 2012 and draws upon the Europeana 1914-1918 project and the material collected from the public in Germany, Britain, Ireland , Slovenia, Luxembourg, and Denmark. Whilst linked by six thematic structures, the exhibition utilises the stories of the objects, their owners and their descendants to consider the effect of the war on ‘ordinary men and women’. Objects, photographs and texts are displayed with details of the individuals who owned them as well as the meanings for those who inherited them. Whilst the ‘genre’ of the museum might seek to alienate objects from contemporary life, encased within a display unit, the online exhibition encourages alternative modes of discourses and styles to emerge with the encounter of objects. Indeed, the objects displayed in the exhibition are presented as experienced in the present by current generations. Alternative perspectives and new insights emerge from this alteration in the style of engagement as other narratives and an engagement with the traumatic history of the conflict are enabled. For example, for one item, a memoir and photographs of a British soldier, donated by his daughter, recalled a historical trauma experienced both in the past and in the present: 
“Dad was a wonderful man,” she said. “But looking back I think the war must have haunted him a lot, especially when you read his account. My mother used to encourage him to write down his experiences and this seemed to have a calming influence” [31].
Similarly, with regard to an interview with a British veteran of the conflict, aged just 19 when he signed up to fight in the war, the trauma of the war for one so young is considered by a friend who had conducted the interview as a present concern:
“The thing that struck me about Billy was his dry sense of humour. He must’ve seen some terrible sights during the war, yet I am sure his ability to laugh helped carry him through” [32]
These stories of engagement, trauma and reflection are displayed alongside other examples from across Europe, creating a shared sense of legacy for the conflict through an acknowledgement of the way it impacted upon the past and the way it is considered in the present. History is, therefore, not a closed-off, completed exercise, but a story which is offered for retelling and understanding as the trauma of the past is acknowledge and engaged with. Untold Stories of the First World War alongside the digital archive initiatives provide a forum through which alternative narratives can emerge which move beyond the confines of linear histories and exhibitions which portray the Great War through the dates of 1914-1918. The limitations of these formats for engaging with the way the conflict is experienced both in Britain and in many of the other former warring nations is exposed through the provision of digital co-curation archives, exhibitions and social media sites. These arenas offer an opportunity to consider the traumatic history not as a ‘closed’ and ‘finished’ event, but one which elicits discussion, debate and consideration. Such initiatives can also be seen in the uses of networking websites, Twitter and Facebook, by museums, archives and libraries to relay updates from the diaries or memoirs of those who witnessed the Great War as if they were ‘tweeting’ or ‘texting’ from the trenches. 

4. Conclusions
The focus in this paper on exploring the traumatic history of the First World War, as well as refusing the sense of ‘closure’ provided by the linear narratives that are contained with historical texts, museums and archives, could be critiqued as needlessly revisiting painful pasts to evoke an emotional response rather than an academic understanding. Initiatives which utilise Web 2.0 technologies or digital co-curation could be regarded as seeking the lowest common denominator instead of attempting to correct the ‘myths’ of the conflict that appear so dominant across British society. However, such assessments lack an understanding of why the conflict fought nearly a century ago still appears capable of evoking great emotion across society. Mention of ‘the trenches’, Ypres, or battles fought on the Somme, Passchendaele or Gallipoli, almost immediately conjure images of devastated war landscapes, atrocious conditions and suffering soldiers within contemporary Britain that corresponds with feelings of pity and sadness. Describing the war as a trauma that has yet to be reconciled with in these circumstances is not inappropriate. Indeed, it appears as the only way in which to address why the war still affects individuals who are now far removed from the events of 1914-1918 especially after the death of the last ‘Tommy’, Harry Patch in 2009. Therefore, utilising a medium through which the conflict is regarded as still impacting upon the present, where history is contingent and individuals can explain the way in which the war impacts upon their lives is significant form of public engagement for the heritage sector.
Digital co-curation, therefore, provides a highly important form of public outreach for those engaged in representing the First World War to the public. It enables a representation of the war, whether intended by the institution or not, which replicates the loss and shock that is experienced by present-day individual and communities. Whilst responding to the call for images and information which had been preserved by the public enriches the academic understanding of the conflict, it also validates and values the manner in which those items and artefacts had been preserved through personal or family connections. Similarly, using the stories of engagement and recognition of the past by contemporary groups within online exhibitions places the history of the conflict within the context of the present, as a felt and lived historical trauma. This is not undertaken as voyeurism or demonstrative of a macabre fascination with mass death, but as an attempt to ‘work through’ and understand the conflict rather than be excluded from its process by a text or display that closes off the event as ‘past’. As the comments and engagement with material uploaded via social networking and sharing sites demonstrates, experiencing the war as a trauma is a process that is already undertaken by wider society. To understand this process, rather than disputing the ‘myths’ of the conflict, alternative narratives which utilise this sense of shock, outrage and pain should be located. Through digital co-curation, these narratives are provided with a forum and allowed to dictate the representation of the past in the present.
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